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Fox On Wheels (Penguin Young Readers, Level 3)
Hoping to scare away Spider's little brother, Willy, Lolly, Spider, and Sam each tell a spooky story--but then Willy has a story of his own to tell.
Katy's life changes in dramatic and unexpected ways after a serious accident. Inspired by the classic novel, What Katy Did, Jacqueline Wilson creates an irresistible twenty-first-century heroine. Fans of Hetty Feather and Tracy Beaker will fall in love with Katy and her family too.
Fox falls in love with several girls and then enters a dance contest with his sister.
A paperback collection of five Step into Reading leveled readers featuring Scooby-Doo and the Mystery Inc. gang! Children ages 4 to 6 will love reading five spooky mysteries with Scooby, Shaggy, Velma, Daphne, and Fred! Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new
words with help. This paperback collection features five Step into Reading leveled readers: * The Haunted Diner * Howling on the Playground * The Race Car Monster * Snack Snatcher * The Movie Star Mystery
Penguin Young Readers Level 3
Penguin's Hidden Talent
Kate Skates
Three by the Sea
Woodward and McTwee
A selection of nursery rhymes illustrated by Quentin Blake.
Woodward and McTwee are the silliest of friends. A bird and a hippopotamus could not be more different, but they love playing hide-and-seek and pulling pranks on each other. Join Woodward and McTwee for a ton of fun with two hilarious stories!
In the style of Mo Willems, Jonathan Fenske tells three humorous stories of two friends, Pig and Fox, and their shenanigans with a cardboard box (all of which involved Pig accidentally crushing Fox in the box). With comic art and simple language, this Level 2 reader is sure to have kids
rolling with laughter.
Little penguin is hiding! Children will love searching for the penguin by peeping through the holes in this endearingly illustrated book. Each time they turn the page, what they thought was the penguin turns out to be something else, until finally they find it at the end. Part of a growing
series of collectible little books, the story combines holes in the pages with finger-trails to create lots of tactile fun for little children.
Yummers!
Snacks and Scares! (Scooby-Doo)
Love Is in the Air
Little Peep Through: Are You There Little Penguin?
Fox Be Nimble
On Little Roy's ranch, he can rope like a cowboy and round up strays like a cowboy, but riding that twowheeled "horse" proves harder than the chewing gum on a bedpost. Original.
Someone is taking bites out of this book! And we have a feeling a certain mischievous goat has something to do with it... A goat is on the loose and is taking bites out of everything, even pages of this book! Join the fun in this story perfect for early readers
Fans of Sonic the Hedgehog will love filling in the blanks of this Mad Libs, with stories all about one of the most iconic, spiky-haired animated characters of all time! It doesn't matter if you're 8 or 38: there's no denying that Sonic the Hedgehog is one of the coolest animated characters of
all time! Our Mad Libs immortalizes Sonic with 21 fill-in-the-blank stories all about Sonic and his many thrilling adventures!
A debonair fox, finding himself past his prime and short of funds, decides it is not too late for him to make his fortune as a writer.
Ham-Ham-Hamsters
Rapscallion Jones
Katy
Troll Country
Four on the Shore

A heartwarming story about family, friendship and finding your inner fire. Between bullies at school and changes at home, Charlie Challinor finds life a bit scary. And when he's made guardian of a furry fox cub called Cadno, things get a whole lot scarier. Because Cadno
isn't just any fox: he's a firefox - the only one of his kind - and a sinister hunter from another world is on his trail. Swept up into an unexpected adventure to protect his flammable friend, Charlie's going to need to find the bravery he never thought he had, if he's
going to save the last firefox . . . 'Funny, sweet and charming - a real delight!' Sam Copeland, author of Charlie Changes Into a Chicken 'Utterly gorgeous storytelling, adorable characters and a blazing adventure - The Last Firefox will long burn bright in your heart.'
Jenny Pearson, author of The Super Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates 'Lee Newbery gives us an enchanting fantasy adventure as warm as a firefox's tail. Heart and humour abound in this fun, fast-paced story of how a boy finds inner strength by helping a magical creature.
A joyous gem!' Lesley Parr, author of The Valley of Lost Secrets 'A heart (and tail!) warming adventure about family, friendship and one flamin' cute fox cub' Thomas Taylor, author of Malamander
It's clear that Tiny is a not-so-tiny dog. A pail, a sink, and even a bathtub are too small to wash him in. Will Tiny ever get the mud cleaned off him? Find out in this fun Level 1 reader.
After her mom gives her a disastrous home haircut, a little girl is convinced she'll have to wear a hat forever. But a trip to the beauty parlor reassures her that she's not the first person to feel this way, and with a few snips from a professional, she's hat-free and
proudly showing off her brand-new do!
Elsie Fay ventures into the deep, dark woods, meets a troll, and attempts to outsmart him.
Fox and His Friends
Fox on the Job
Pal and Sal
Quentin Blake's Nursery Rhyme Book
Learn all about hamsters in this fact-and-photo-filled book for young readers! Their tiny feet scamper across cages and sprint on exercise wheels. Their little noses sniff the air and their whiskers twitch as they stuff their cheeks with food. As some of the most adorable
members of the rodent family, hamsters make very popular pets. Especially in the classroom! In this nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about how to care for these cute critters.
Kate has new skates. Now she can do spins and tricks like the skaters on TV. Or can she?
Fox makes a film for Grannie, takes part in a magic show, and puts on a play
"The city's naughtiest mischiefmakers, the Yule Lads, are trying to kidnap Trolberg's kids. But being grounded means Hilda has to get creative in order to save her friends. Can she escape a tangle of timelines and a hungry time worm to protect the whole town from harm?" -Nina, Nina and the Copycat Ballerina
Civil War Sub
Fox on Stage
Cowboy Roy
Pig-Piggy-Pigs
Emily Pig accepts Eugene Turtle's advice to walk as a way of losing weight but runs into too many tempting edible diversions.
Level 2. Puppy, Turtle, and Cat want to find out who stole the cookies from the cookie jar. This is a very basic mystery story for beginning readers.
Fox on WheelsPenguin Young Readers
Fox has many excapades ranging from monkey business with the gang to babysitting for his little sister, Louise.
Fox on Wheels
We Need More Nuts!
Fox in Love
A Pig, a Fox, and a Box
Hilda and the Time Worm
Penguin helps organize the annual talent show because he cannot identify his own gift, but when the show is over and the performers throw a party to show how much they appreciate Penguin's work, his aptitude becomes clear
Learn about teacup pigs in this fact-and-photo-filled book that captures all the charm of these adorable animals! This new nonfiction reader will teach kids about the breed, how to train them, and how to take good care of these unique animals.
Fox babysits for his sister Louise, learns to climb a tree for some grapes, and wins a shopping cart race.
A set of three stories about Fox in the classroom.
Harry Gets Ready for School
Space Case
Fox Outfoxed
Bad Hair Day
Tiny's Bath

There is a new Nina in Nina’s dance class. The new Nina is nice. But there is a problem. She is a copycat! What is the original Nina going to do?
Go nuts for nuts with two silly squirrels in this giggle-inducing counting book from a Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor-winning author and illustrator! Kids will laugh while learning their numbers with this rhyming leveled reader. From the very beginning the smaller of the squirrels, certain that they need more nuts, tosses each one into the bigger animal's mouth. The hilarity
increases as his mouth bulges, and the squirrels discover that sometimes there can be too much of a good thing! Jonathan Fenske's comic-like illustration style and clever easy-to-read text make this counting book a must-have for every young reader's bookshelf.
One of a series of early reading books with large print and colour illustrations, this is the story of Holly, Spider and Sam at the seaside. They are too full of food to swim, so they pass the time trying to outdo each other's storytelling.
Fox and his friends have a different adventure every day of the week.
The Mystery of the Hunley
Sonic the Hedgehog Mad Libs
The Last Firefox
Fox at School
Who Stole the Cookies?
Abandoned after a birthday party, Balloon is beginning to droop when Kite comes by and invites him to join her for an adventure, spinning and playing among the clouds.
Fox babysits for the miserable Ling children, makes a big scene when he slips on a skate and hurts himself, and gets to lead the band in the big parade.
One of James Marshall's enduring classic characters--now available in Step into Reading, the premier leveled reader line! When Fox breaks his bike, his mom tells him to get a job to pay for a new one. He tries working at a shoe store (too much!), an amusement park (too scary!), and even tries delivering pizzas (too fast!). Then he finds a job that's just his speed--bed testing in a store window! Zzzzzzz! James Marshall at his wacky
best for early readers. Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics; for children who are ready to read on their own.
Every day, Billy rides Pal to school. Then Pal waits alone, while Billy plays with his school friends. If only Pal had a friend, too?.Our favorite pony rides again in this easy-to-read sequel to Pal the Pony.R. A. Herman lives in New York City.Betina Ogden lives in Australia.
Who Ate My Book?
Fox All Week

When the thing from outer space visits earth, it is taken first for a trick-or-treater and then for a robot.
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